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FRANCE IS IN QUARTER FINAL WORLD CUP 2018 WITH A 4-3 VICTORY FACING
ARGENTINA
THANX TO MAGIC MBAPPE YOUNGEST PLAYER

Paris, Wahsington DC, 30.06.2018, 18:26 Time

USPA NEWS - Kylian Mbappé scores a brace as Les Bleus survive a late-fight back to book their place in the quarter-finals with a 4-3
victory! The French Les Bleus team qualified yesterday for the quarter-finals of the World Cup in Russia, after defeating Argentina with
a score of 4 against 3. The match is both intense and painful for the Argentineans whose player Ballon D'or (5 times Golden Ball),
ranked the "Best player of football in the world" for 10 years, Leo Messi, had to leave this cup of the World without winning. It's both
sad and sad for this great football gentleman, Messi, who leaves for Argentina after the defeat against the Francaus, who has
struggled throughout the match and has not been unworthy, but had to surrender Evidence of his age, advanced, the disadvantage
facing a Kyllian Mbappé, running so fast and so intrepid, driven by his youth and freshness on the ground.

Kylian Mbappé scores a brace as Les Bleus survive a late-fight back to book their place in the quarter-finals with a 4-3 victory! The
French Les Bleus team qualified yesterday for the quarter-finals of the World Cup in Russia, after defeating Argentina with a score of 4
against 3. The match is both intense and painful for the Argentineans whose player Ballon D'or (5 times Golden Ball), ranked the "Best
player of football in the world" for 10 years, Leo Messi, had to leave this cup of the World without winning. It's both sad and sad for this
great football gentleman, Messi, who leaves for Argentina after the defeat against the Francaus, who has struggled throughout the
match and has not been unworthy, but had to surrender Evidence of his age, advanced, the disadvantage facing a Kyllian Mbappé,
running so fast and so intrepid, driven by his youth and freshness on the
ground.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The revelation of this match was the player Kyllian Mbappe, the youngest of the tournament, who hated his nineteen years, scored two
goals, alongside Benjamin Pavard, also a young age of 22, and Antoine Griezmann, having scored the penalty obtained and offered by
the young Kyllian Mbappe again. The young Kyllian is in his 17 th selections since he was 17, and has already scored three goals in
three games since the start of the World Cup. He climbs the same course of another generation of Pele, the Brazilian legend, who was
the player who achieved the same feat, at the same age and his time ...

AN INTENSE MATCH WITH GOALS OF SHOT BY THE FRENCH MAGIC KYLLIAN MBAPPE WHO IMPOSED HIS OWN TEMPO

Many goals were scored in the first round of the World Cup in Russia between France and Argentina. The match will have seen the
tricolors win 4 goals to 3.

The Bleus team has offered spectators and fans on the spot, a show of good football level, for the first round of the 2018 World Cup in
Russia between France and Argentina in Kazan, which saw the Blues defeat the Albiceleste by 4-3 this June 30.
In the 9th minute, the match is a free kick shot by the star of the French team, Antoine Griezmann. But the shot of the playmaker
French, crashed on the cross . The French domination is then almost total, because two minutes after, in the 11th minute, after a ball
acceleration at the foot of Kylian Mbappé on about thirty meters, degrading everything in his way including the Argentine defense, the
defender Marcos Rojo pushes the attacker and causes a penalty. Antoine Griezmann then executed the shot, and opened the score by
1-0. However, Argentina is back and at the end of the 41st minute, Paris Saint-Germain winger Angel Di Maria, who is alone and a bit
by chance, 20 meters from the French goals, made a majestic strike , allowing the Argentines to equalize by 1-1. From the start of the
second half, a shot by Lionel Messi, hijacked by Argentinian partner Gabriel Mercado put the net for Hugo Lloris allowed the
advantage to the Argentineans, 2-1.------------------------------
Nevertheless, the French « Les Bleus » do not let themselves be impressed by the Argentineans and it is the turn of Benjamin Pavard,
who in the 57th minute, volleyed a center pass, which went off the surface, to make a cross shot powerful who scored a magnificent
goal and equalized well by: 2-2. The player Pavar thus shows a great maturity of play by his bold shooting, he who is rather defender
and who is more "not titular" at this time. This gesture will bring him luck and strengthen his confidence in him, because he is only 22
years old.



n the 64th minute, Kylian Mbappé runs like an arrow at the speed of 37km / hour, in the surface and manages to defeat the defense
alibiceleste, to register the 3rd goal of the team of France. Four minutes later, at the 68th minute of play, the coming back this "Speedy
Kyllian" which marks a doubled registering a 4-2.--------------------------------------------------------------------
In stoppage time, head, Sergio Aguero reduced the score for Albicleste to register a 4-3.---------------------------------------------
The French players interviewed remain measured and respond to journalists being happy but remember that they have an important
next match, that of the quarterfinal, that we will have to win, before rejoicing too early.----------------------------------
The victorious France 4-3, is thus included on the place of Quart of Final France and will face 6 of July Uruguay, having won by 2-1
against Portugal. The Portuguese, Christiano Ronaldo, another monument of world football, also leaves the World Cup, along with Leo
Messi, as five times "Golden Ball" and winner of the Euro 2016.------------------------------------------------
In the meantime, the Parisians have come down to celebrate the event on the Champs Elysees, as if to recall the fervor France had
experienced in 1998, host country of the World Cup and champion, the time of the star players like Zinedine Zidane, and a certain
Didier Deschamps now coach of the current team of the Blues. The singer Gloria Gaynnor, meanwhile, whose song "I will srvive"
intoned by the team of the Blues in 1998, in sports anthem, was tonight in concert, the Trianon in Paris, also as you revive this flame of
success of the French Champions of 20 years ago ...
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